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Return of _
the Native
It wasn 't very many years ago that Carl E.
Schneider so distinguished himself as a
Michigan law student that he was asked to
return here as a professor even before the ink
was dry on his third-year exams. He did take
enough of a hiatus/rom Hutchins Hall to see
to their retiremen t two distinguished federal
judges, working first as a clerk in the D. C.
Circuit under Carl McGowan, then spending
a year clerking for the final term of Supreme
Court Justice Pouer Stewart.
Schneider's undergraduate years were
spent studying History at Harvard, and he
worked far three years as a consultant with
the Massachuseus Teacher's Association
be/ore beginning law school. He describes his
law school years as "placid and ordinary, "
but managed to serve a term as Editor-in·
Chief of the Law Review before graduating in
1979.

This semester Schneider is teaching Property, which. he will continue next semester in
addition to a seminar on "Law and Society in
American History." Res Gestae reporter Jim
Loots talked with him last week about what
it's like on the other side of the podium.
Q. Two years isn't a very long time in

which to change from student into
professor. Have you found the transition somewhat abrupt?
A. It's a short time, that's true, but it's
been made easier for me by my already
advanced age (Schneider ts 33) and in
See page 2
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Curriculum Change Due?
by Brian McCann
The first year c urriculum and
graduation requirements may be different next year if proposals currently
being considered by the Curriculum
Committee find their way to the faculty
and there meet with approval. The
proposals concern additional course
requirements and a small class experience for One L's.
The Curr iculum Committee, a stand·
ing committee composed of faculty
and students, has been meeting
regularly this term in an attempt to
reach a consensus on recommendations
it will make to the faculty . The committee members include Professors Kahn,
Green, St. Antoine, and Waggoner, as
well as three students-Terri Stangl,
Melissa Hanley, and Jamie Bischoff.
Each year the committee evaluates the
Law School curriculum.
So far this term the committee has
concentrated on discussions with first
year course instructors regarding
possible modifications of first year
classes. Most of the contracts and constitutional law instructors have already
been interviewed, and instructors
teaching the rest of the first year courses will be interviewed shortly.
The possible changes being batted
around by the committee include a constitutional law requirement for the first
year or within the first two years; a
small class of perhaps 25 or 30 students
as part of the required first year

We don ,t askfo':

curriculum, or alternatively a small
class for first year students which sould
include writing assignments, in which
the faculty member would lead the instruction and evaluate student
performance ; and the addition to t he
first-year curriculum of a legal process
class (oriented toward study of the
court system and the role of precedent
with system}.
The student members of the
Curriculum Committee have been

working on a' questionnaire designed to
elicit student recommendations for
curriculum changes and responses to
the proposal already being considered
by the full committee. The question·
naire will contain a summary of the
contemplated changes and will be
available for all law students within the
next week.
The Law School Student Senate has
also taken a role in thi!?_ curriculum
change effort.

..

experience, we g1ve lf
The
ever-talent-hungry
RES
GESTAE is looking for some fresh
meat. Like any student newspaper , we
can survive only by attracting a yearly
pilgrimage or hapless students, minds
numbed by the relentlessness of the
case method, who are willing to volunteer inordinate amounts of their time
and energy with little or no tangible
reward.
Members of the RES GESTAE staff
do not, as a rule, get paid anything
more than out-of-pocket expenses
(a lthough there are those who embezzle.) R.G. staffers are not accorded any
exalted status in the Law School, either
by the faculty <who generally distr ust
us), or by our peers (who are apt to only
indulge us, at best). Furthermore,
membership on the R.G. starr is not a
particularly arresting entry on a
resume. Most interviewers ignore it entir ely in their 6-second scan of your
vitae between the time the last mendicant left and you grovelled in.
Nevertheless, each year we are able
to attract a few good writers. editors,
pundits and agents provocateurs
willing to shun the more certain rewards of the Law School's more august
publications for a chance to write as of-
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ten as they want about subjects they
a re ac,tually interested in. Maybe ~t's
because our work hours, opera tmg
procedures, and divisions of labor are
fa irly flexible and informal. Maybe it 's
because our editors sometimes provide
cold beer at our staff meetings.
At any rate, we hope that the present
members of the first and second year
classes will not disappoint us. Since at
least seven members of our present
editoria l staff are leaving at the end of
the term, there will be plenty of room at
the top. As for qualifications, ideas
count more than experience, insightfulness more than technique. Basically,
you can write your own ticket, if you
dare to. So, we hope you will observe a
time-honored tradition and ascend the
stone stairs of our Reading Room office
to cast yourselves, like lemmings, onto
the sacrificial pyre of the Law School's
most irreverent and least revered
publication.
Understand that we are not trying
to keep you away. In fact, we need you,
and will need you even more next term.
So come ahead, then- you know where
to find us. But don't say we didn't warn
you. Law school journalism is not pretty.

Paul Denis tours the Arb course in last week's-law school
R<~ CieSla< Photo by Paul Engstrom
Mini-Marathon.

~irst-year

Students
Seek Senate Seats
Fifteen students have turned in
petitions and will be on the ballot in
Monday's election to determine fi rstyear members on the Law School
Student Senate. There are contested
races in each section, with six persons
from section four, four from one, three
from three and two from two.
The polls will be open from 8:45 to
4-:00 in front of Room 100 and from 4:30
to 6:45 in the Lawyers Club lobby. All
first-year students are eligible to vote.
With a large number of candidates in
sections one and four, those seats may
be determined by a small amount of
votes. According to Elections Director
David Schreier, as few as twenty votes
could determine the election.
The addition of four first-year members will bring the total number of
Senators to 15. Along with four officers
there are two third-year representatives, two second-year represen-

tatives, two members from the Board
of Governors of the Lawyers Club, and
the first-year members.

The Senate meets every Monday
night. Its primary functions are to
allocate funds to student organizations
and committees, appoint members to
var ious faculty-student committees,
decide questions of student policy and,
of course, appoint the Res Gesta e
editor.
Despite its lack of structural power,
the Senate was quite active and highly
influential in two issues last year direcdirectly affected students: the "flyback
issue" and changes in the student
disciplinary code. It also successfully
lobbied for the construction of a ramp
to the Lawyers Club.
The statements of each candidate are
published in this issue of the Res Gestae
on pages.
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Bar Mem-b ership Drive Begins
by Tom Fox
From Monday, October 19, until
Friday, November 13, is the American
Bar Association 's Law Student
Division's membership drive month
here at the University of Michigan.
Membership in the LSD can bring
significant benefits to individual
students and to this law school as a
whole.
The benefits available to the Individual student are varied. There are
immediate financial benefits from LSD
membership. LSD members are entitled to discounts at Hertz Car Rentals.
LSD members are eligible for Blue
Cross Major Medical Insurance an.Q_
Renters ' Insurance. LSD members

receive a 75% reduction in registration
fees for the ABA Annual or Midyear
Meeting. The Midyear Meeting for 1982
is going to be held in Chicago this
coming January. This is a very good
opportunity for students to attend a
vibrant and informative legal convention, particularly with the benefit of a
reduced Registration Fee. A very
tangible and substantial benefit to
third-year students is membership in
the LSD, which entitles one to your fi rst
year of ABA membership a t no cost,
upon graduation.
There are severa l nonfinancial
benefits to students who join the LSD as
well. Each member receives a ninemonth subscription to the Student

Senate Report
by Cllrf Douglas
The Law School Student Senate approved the proposed goals of two committees and appointed a new member
to the Faculty Meeting Representatives
Committee at its weekly meeting last
Monday.
Curriculum
Committee ,
The
represented by Jamie Bischoff,
received approval first. During her
presentation, Bischoff described some
of the ideas for curriculum changes
currently being run through the mill by
the Committee's faculty members.
These include making Constitutional
Law a required ftrst-year course, and
offering a first-year mini-course entitled " Legal Process" to be taken by
students during their initial weeks at
the Law School. (See curriculum story
on page 1.)
Next, after approving the r eport of
the Adm inistrat ive Committee,
represented by Ka thy Bowman, the

Senate appointed the lone applicant,
third-year student J ohn Shea, to fill the
s pot left va cant on the F aculty
Meetings Representatives Committee
wnen the Res Gestae chose not to send a
reporter to"the faculty meetings.
The Senate also heard a report from
members of the Admissions Committee, but opted to withhold approval until
the Committee appears befote the
Senate next week with more specific
proposals.
Before adjourning, Senate members
decided to table until next Monday a
motion to recommend that the Library
Director, Professor Beverly Pooley,
implement a wholesale ban on smoking
in the new addition. President Doug
Ellmann, who commented that "some
s tudents feel that it is tough enough
making it through the haze in the
stacks," announced that the Senate
would welcome comments from concerned law students until then.

Lawyer , a magazine published by the
ABA which is designed primarily for
law s tudents. Eac h mem ber also
receives a one-vear subscription to the
aba Journal•. the officia l ma gazine of
the ABA. Individua l membership entitles students to par ticipate in the
ABA-spons ored , na tiona l Clien t
Counseling and Appella te Advocacy
competitions.
I feel one of the most important
benefits which ca n be ga ined by Law
Student Division membership will accrue to the law school itself. U over 35%
of the total law school enrollment joins
the LSD, it will qualify the school for
grants from the Law School Ser vice
F und <LSSF). The LSSF makes monies
available, in the for m of matching
grants, to student groups which put on
programs, symposia, or other projects
which work for the development, im-

Schneider,
from page 1
part by knowing two years in advance
that I was going to be returning here.
My colleagues have a lso been very
helpful .
Q . Isn't it somewhat uncommon to be
offered a teaching pos ition befor e
graduation?
A. Uncommon, perhaps, but it has certainly happened before. Ther e a re
several professors here at Michigan
who were in similar positions.
Q. Do you think your fresh memories of
being a student may have some effect
on your tea ching?
A. I'm not persua ded that I teach much
differently from the way many of my
colleagues with two or three decades of
experience teach. The things I do that
may be a little differ en t a r en't
necessarily done for that reason.
Q. For example?
A. I try to give my students an opportunity to see how they're doing before
exams come around. I give students the
cha nce to write in the class. One of the
most difficult things to teach is legal
writing, and I'm anxious to give them
the cha nce to practice that in the context of a substantive course.
Q . When you clerked at the Supreme
Court, did Justice Stewart give a ny indication that his retirement was in the
offing?
A. Ther e had been rumors for some
time that he would retire, but they were
particularly uninformed rumors. We
didn ' t know anything about his
retirement until the evening before he
announced to the conference, and to the
public, that he was going to retire. That
evening, he made a point to ask us all to
be in the office early the next morning,
and we guessed then that he was going
to announce his retirement.

•

plementation, or expa nsion of Jawrelated projects. The sum of $1500 is
a vailable to ea ch school for suc h
projects. The minimum amount of anY
grant is $100 a nd the maximum amount
of any gra nt is $750 for any one project.
Schools such as the University of
Michigan, which have not made use of
the monies in the recent past, will be
given priorities for such grants. The
LSSF makes the final decision on all
grants.
With the budget cutbacks we are experiencing, even at the Law School. the
LSSF presents an excellent opportunity
for student groups to ga in additional
funds for a ny projects which will directly benefit the students here. The key ,
however, is the 35% minimum mem bership requirement. We need about
400 new Law Student Division Members
to qualify for these grants.
Q. Did you get the chance to know the
Justice very well?
A. When you work for somebody in the
same office for a year, seeing h im
every day and working in the same four
rooms, you get to know him fairly weU He was always accessible. II we had a
question or a suggestion, all we had to
do was just walk over to his study and
he would listen to us. He would often
stroll down to our part of the office and
chat with us as well.
Q. Was there any pa rticular work that
you did at the Supreme Court which you
felt was pa rticularly influential?
A. There were certainly a lot of interesting cases that I had the opportunity to watch and work on as they
went . through. I think it's a mistake ,
though, to overestimate the influence
that clerks have on how the court
makes its decisions. I think that's one of
the troubles with The Brethren.
Q . THere seems to be a great deal of
criticism of that book a round here.
A. Well, I think it's a wrong-beaded
book that takes little disagreements
and implies that they indicate major
divisive issues. I wonder whether, if
anything, the court ought not have
more disputes within itself during the
process of making its decisions.
Q. Do you have any literary projects o n
the horizon?
A. I've agreed to review three books on
American legal history for the book
review issue of the Law Review.
Q. Any plans that are more long-range?
A. I anticipate writing on family lawThere a re a lot of issues that are
coming up in that field.
Q. The catch quP.Stion, I suppose, is
" How do you like teaching a t
Michigan?" There's only one right asswer.
A. Oh, I could probably get away with a
lukewarm response, if that were the
way I felt. That's not the case, though .
It's a lot of fun teaching here. I enjoy it
very much.
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Notices
The National Appellate Advocacy
Competition- The Law Student
Division, the Section of Litigation, and
the Appellate Judges' Conference of
American Bar Association have announced the annual National Appellate
Advocacy Competition. This moot court
competition will include a regional
round on March '19-21, 1982. National
fmals will be held on August 6-8, 1982,
in San Francisco, California.
Teams of two or three law stuaents
may enter the competition. Briefs are
required only at the national level. Interested students should see Professor
Alex Aleinikoff.
The International Association of Insurance Counsel has announced its 1982
writing competition. Students are invited to submit a paper on any issue in
the fields of insurance, tort, and compensation law.
Articles wiU be judged on nationwide
relevance, significance of subject matter, originality , thoroughness of
research, and clarity of presentation. A
first and second prize of $1 ,000 and $500,
respectively, will be awarded.
Submissions must be postmarked not

later than April 1, 1982. Students interested in further information should
see Professor Alex Aleinikoff.
The Texas
Young Lawyer s
Association and the ABA Litigation
Section has announced the National
Trial Competition.
The competition requires a team of
two or three law students to conduct a
mock trial, including direct and crossexamination, and opening, closing and
rebuttal arguments. The competition
will include regional a nd national
rounds.
·
Entry form s must be submitted by
November 6, 1981. Interested students
should see P rofessor Alex Aleinikorr.
The Robert F . Wagner Moot Court
Competition is sponsored annually by
New York Law School. The competition
focuses on contempora ry issues in
labor law. It is scheduled to begin on
March 25, 1982 in New York City.
Registration for the competition closes
on October 23, 1981 ; briefs will be due
on January 18, 1982. Teams may consist
of two or three members.

Clean Air Act Talk
" If proposed changes in the Clean Air
Act are enacted, Michigan stands to be
hurt mor e than many other States," according to Alex Sagady, Environmental
Health Specialist for the American
Lung Association of Michigan. " The
Clean Air Act prevents Michigan
citizens from having to choose between
a viable healthy environment and the
need to prevent Michigan jobs from
fl eeing to the Sun Belt. ''
Sagady will speak about these potential effects of the Clean Air Act amendments on wednesday, October 21, at
the University of Michigan, 7:30 P .M. in
Rm. 443 of Mason Hall
Accordjng to Sagady, Michigan has

both clean air regions a nd dirty air
regions which require strong air quality
management programs under the
Clean• Air Act. Damage to health ,
agriculture, the Great La kes,
materials, and recr eation , are all
legacies of Michigan's dirty air regions.
" While States s uch as Ohio,
Louis iana ,
and
Texas
have
traditionally attracted Industries by
being pollution havens, Michigan would
be unable to compete with those states
in that regard without seriously
damaging the environment. ln other
words , Reagan 's federalism is the
exact opposite of what's needed to
protect Michigan's economy," sa id
Saga dy.

Forum to Examine
Alien Education Case
by Armando X. Lopez
Like many of the issues that have
come before the United States Supreme
Court (abor tion , busing, capital
purushment), the question of public
education for undocumented children in
Texas is an issue that elicits deep
emotional reactions from the general
public.
In Texas, for example, opponents of
public education for the undocumented
point to the Federal District and Fifth
Circuit decisions granting relief to the
c.hildren as apocalyptic forebodings of
" the destructionof the Texan way of life.
On the other side, many Tejanos, <Texas Chicanos) see the opposition to the
decisions a s another episode in Texas'
history of racial prejudice. More
moderate elements in the state a rgue
that the financ ial costs of public
education would not be burdensome to
the state. But these same persons do not
say whether they favor the decisions or
not.

Torres, ">Vho will argue the children's
case before the Court this term, will offer the legal arguments for upholding
the lower court decisions granting
public education to the undocumented '
children. Flores, who compiled much of
the demographic and sociological data
relied on by the lower courts, will explain the sociological realities of the
undocumented child's position in Texas
as well as the United St8Jes.
The U.S. Supreme Court's decision to
hear the case has thrust the controversy into the national media . Across the
country sides are being taken. The undocumented children controversy has
made discussion of the issue a proverbial opening of the can of worms.
Sponsored by La..Raza Law Students
Association, the event will be held
Thursday at 8:00 p.m . in room 150 of
Hutchins Hall. A reception follows the
presentation.
Please attend. The issue is compelling ; the understanding of it is
essential.

Wooden, Mclaughlin & Sterner
of Indianapolis , India na
is pleased to announce that i t will be interview ing
interested summer starters,
and 2nd a nd 3rd year students on

Friday, November 6
fo r positions with the fi rm during Summer/ Fall, 1982

;

WOLVERINEDEN
PIZZERIA

Karon, Morrison & Savikas, Ltd.
of Chicago, Illinois
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested summer starters, and 2nd and Jrd year students on

1201 S. University and Chure:
Ann Arbor

769-8364

Thursday, October 29

We Serve Breakfast, Lunch , and Dinner.
W e Specialize in PIZZA , Regular and Sicilian .

Haircut Clinic
I 210 South University

G rand Opening Special
JOfl/o off any haircut or

style with this ad.
Distinctive hairstyling
for men and women.
Hours M- Sat. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Evenings by appointment

R€GEN<YTRAV€L INC.
STAFF
FACULTY
STUDENTS
Individuals or Groups / Domestic or International
MAJOR C_REDIT CA RDS HONORED
" we con arrange ;ob i nterview flight for you"
HO TELS • CAR RENTALS • CRUISES

665-0395

0/fuexpil'es October 28th, 1981

for positions with the firm during Summer/ Fall, 1982

CALL
665-6122

" Satisfying Your Full Travel Needs with Friendly Personalized Service"
Convenient location: 601 E. William
(CORN ER E. W illiAM & MAYNARD)

ANN ARBOR
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Put Up or Shut Up

Student complaints regarding the law school
classroom experience generally fa ll into two
categories. F irst-year students complain about
the pressure, second and third-year students
about the boredom. Students now have a golden
opportunity to turn idle gripes into constructive
comments.
Currently, three committees are working on
possible curriculum changes, each from a different angle. The Curriculum Committee is considering at least three proposals. One idea is to
teach one first-year class in small sections. The
others are to include a course in the legal process
in the first year, and to make Constitutional Law
a required course, e1ther in the first or second
year. _
The clinic program is also under review, with a
faculty-student committee studying changes
which could result in the clinic's termination.
F inally, Senate President Doug Ellmann last
week suggested a number of proposals to reduce
pressure on first-year students.
The abolition of clinic would be a disaster. It is
one of the few existing alternatives to the
traditional in-class education. Although some
say the clinic option is underutilized by the
students, we have yet to see statistics which bear
this out. Furthermore, we think the practical-experience which the clinic offers easily justifies
its expense.
We also think the other proposals a re steps in
the right direction. Whether they are large
enough steps is a separate question, and whether
they will be at all accepted by the faculty is still
another.
.
That's where you and your input come in.
Later this week the curriculum committee will
circulate a survey asking students for their ideas
on curriculum changes. In addition the Student
Senate is soliciting suggestions for their position
paper on the clinic controversy.
We cannot guarantee that student opinion,
however strong , will result in major changes.
When all is said and done, the faculty runs the
show. This much is certain, however : in the past,
student input has been influential on occasion-the flyback week controversy is one
example.
Each of us has our own ideas on how to make
law school a little more tolerable and a little
more interesting. At the very least, fill out the
questio;maire to share your ideas and to show
your concern.

by J eff Eisenberg
Interview fever. A lot of us
have caught it. There are the
usual symptoms . Suddenly
one day you wake up and find
yourself sitting in the living
room waiting for the mailman
again- you haven't had that
problem since your first
summer away from your
college sweetheart. You keep
telling everyone how sick you
are of interviews while at the
same time you have difficulty
' talking about anything but interviews.
You occasionally have a
queasy feeling in the pit of
your stomach-usually right
after you walk out of an interview feeling like processed
law me~t. You are subject to
spells of wild daydreaming
about big bucks, big expense
accounts, and the big city. You
put your suit on again and you
can't decide whether you are
tPe coolest thing in town or the
biggest fool.
I guess it's apparent that I
have rather ambivalent
feeli ngs about interviews.
Part of my complaints are the
usual and obvious ones. The
interviewing system , as we all
know, reeks with artificiality.
An interviewer told a Res
Gestae reporter several weeks
ago that the key to getting
flybacks is , as much as
grades, the ability to market
yourself. Well, marketing
should be used to sell cars, not
people.
·

- 1-

It's upsetting that hiring
decisions a re influenced to
such an extent on such a
su p erficial basis - one
which says nothing about the
quality of a pe.rson's work and
doesn't even indicate what a
person is really like under
normal, everyday conditions.
On the other hand, that's
business, and like it or not, a
lot of business success depends on first impressions.
Then too, the flybacks which
looked glamorous and exciting
two months ago have turned
out to be more of a pain than a
thrill. There 's really nothing
so exciting about spending a
night in a nice city in a 'firstclass hotel, when you're there
·watching T.V. by yourself,
trying to psyche up for the
following day's six-hour interview .
I guess I'm really not too
surprised about any of these
things-, though. After all, we're
not rock 'n roll heroes or football superstars, and we're
looking for jobs in Cleveland
or New York, not on Fantasy
Island.

What is surprising, a nd
what upsets me the most, is
the effect interviews have on
me at times and on some other
students I see in the halls
everyda y. Unfortunately .
many of us have a tendency to
make these interviews into an
ego measuring device. When
we get good results we tend to
get a little cocky and in a few
cases, more than a bit snobbish.

must not have what it takes to
be a good lawyer" that we get
fouled up mentally-and there
is no good reason to draw this
conclusion. 98% of us will
eventually get pretty good
jobs if we want them, and all
of us are smart enough to do
c ompetent
law
work.
Everyone knows this deep
down, but it's easy to forget at
this time of year.
Those who are doing well
with interviews might step
back a bit a nd take a look at
themselves. It is a sad but true
fact that in many cases, as
people become more and more
successful they become less
and less human. I don't think
anyone wants to become like a
senior pa rtner of a large law
firm whose offices I visited
recently . As he talked I
looked up and noticed a larg~
oil portrait of a gentleman in a
regal pose was hanging over
his head. The painting was of
himself.

On the other end of the spectrum, the student who hasn't
had any flybacks can
sometimes be seen slinking
about the halls with the
hangdog
express ion
of
someone whose ego has been
crushed.
I guess the problem does
not have much to do with in·
terviews. Its really about han·
dling success and failure . It's
not easy to do either well. It's
understandable to feel lousy
when rejection letters greet
you everyday when you arrive
home from school. It's when
we start thinking that " boy I

Dohrn

by Colleen Hanlon
The National Lawyers Guild
sponsored a talk by Bernadine
Dohrn last Thursday, October
15. Once a member of the
radical
Weather
Underground , an FBI " Most
Wanted," the Chicago Law
graduate is currently teaching
a course here at the University and will soon take the New
York bar. The idea of Ms.
Dohrn's speaking on " Political Discrimination in the
Legal Profession" intrigued
me. Was Ms. Dohrn being
stigmatized by her past in
pursuit of a job at a Wall
Street firm ? Was she mourning the fact that big law
firms do not like revolutionaries ? That it 's not
fair ? To me, a " radical
lawyer" is a contradiction in
terms. Although there was
plenty of talk of revolution and
even a little of lawyering,
there was only Ms. Dohrn's
presence to link the concepts
and to embody the contradiction.
" Lawyers can make· a contribution if they recognize and
keep in mind the limitations;
use the law as a weapon but
realize it is a limited weapon,"
she said. But as a nervous
Bernadine Dohrn continued,
sincerely and thoughtfully, it
became apparent that she
herself was not quite sure how

The author is a 2nd year srudenr
and Manap,ing Editor of the lies
Gesrae.

•
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Torn

to make a contribution, what
the law's limitations were,
and how it was to be used as a
weapon. What she called the
" law student's dilemma" is
rea lly
her
own : that
radicali sm is indirectly
proportional to participation
in the American legal system.
Dohrn was most comfortable when mechanica lly
reciting horr or statistics from
VietNam , Haiti, etc. to indict
the "United States E111pire,"
indulging in a bit of basic
communist rhetoric and
decrying Reagonite neocolonialism and militarism.
You don't need a weatherman
to know which way the wind
blows.
Leaving the areas of perennial discontent, Ms. Dohrn is
unsure of her role in the
eighties. Her quest to fuse her
revolutiona r y past . with a
" professional" future is as
empty as the white middleclass a nger it grew out of.
Jerry Rubin 's naked capitalism seems preferable.
You are the' vppressed or you
are the oppressor. Bernadine
Dohrn 's intentions are admirable, b;..· she will have to
acquire considerable adroitness to dance the fancy dance
she attempts.
The author is a second year srudent and a sraff writer for rhe
Res Gestae.
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Election Candidates
Sel~cted Excerpt from Platform:

Fundmg _student ol'ganizations- proba bly the most important senate function- should not be by stare decisis. I
will ensure that all budget requests
are fairly considered . Past funding cl'iteria should not be blindly followed .
Selected · Endorsement : Justice
Learned Foot says, " Voting for Hedges
is the PBL thing to do."

Pamela Beckstrom
Section 4
I feel that each first-year senator has

a responsibility to fairly represent ea ch
member of his or her section. In other
situations, actual input from each person being represented is just not
possible, but in the law school I believe
it is. This is why I would like to be elected. I am tired of being represented by
someone who espouses only his or her
personal views, without class input.
The LSSS is an active and influential
organization. If I am elected I will
make sure that the viewpoint of section
4is heard.

Chuck Jarrett
Section 4

Writing a personal statement with an
eye toward winning votes is a difficult
task (almost as hard as getting to Civil
Procedure on time). Keeping it to 100
words is impossible. So, for more information about this candidate, see
Hedges in a Nutshell, available from
fine students everywhere.

The members of Section 4 are presented with the dilemma of choosing between several equally qualified and enthusiastic candidates for their
representative to the Law School
Stud~nt Senate. Whatever .ideas each
cand1date has of the workmgs of the
Senate are likely to be just as erronrous
as many of our preconceived notions
about law school were; therefore, it
would be pure folly to promise at this
time any particular endeavors or
positions. I can promise though that if I
am elected I wilJ do my utmost to
represent well the views and concerns
of the members of Section 4.

David Fenkell

I fee l qualified to fulfill all respons ibilities the role entails .

Robert Fabian Hedges
Section 4

Section 1
David B. Fenkell , West Bloomfield,
MI. As an incoming student to the law
school I quickly realized the importance of the Student Senate. The Senate
allows for a student voice in policy
decis ions and perfor ms the a llimportant task of allocating funds to
the many organizations ser ving the law
school community. My education at
The Wharton School has provided me
with a n excellent background in fi nancial matters; moreover, my leadership
a nd management s kills have been
developed as head of a politica l
organization at college. I a m committed to working for you, the student, and

Debbie Bloom
Section 2
While student government is not a
major event in the lives of anyone, I
believe tha t it is nevertheless
something to be taken ser iously. If elected, I will work hard to represent the

Stephen J. Cassin
Section 3
The key to Law School as I see it is involvement. I've enjoyed my experience
&s a representative in both high school
and college. Section III is unique in its
diversity of backgrounds, interests, and
exper iences. The Senate is one means
through which this diversity is expressed. I look forward if elected to the
challenge of repr esenting Section III in
the Sena te.

Rob Partmen

George Lavdas
Section 4
Fellow students have repeatedly
asked my what issues I plan to address
in my term of office in the L.S.S.S. I do
not believe that any rashly composed
list of subjectively perceived exigencies would adequately assist you m
making y~ur choice, i.e., it is most often
the students themselves who, through
their own interests, create the issues
which the student representative is
obliged to pursue. It is the student
representative's duty to inspire and encourage the development and pursuit of
these interests and to assure that our
section's voice is beard in the student
senate. This I pledge to do.

Pat Shapiro
Section 4
I hope to get a chance to talk to
everyone personally before the elec-tion. ln the meantime, I'll just say that I
attended U-M's business school as an
undergraduate, and worked for a year
as a sales manager for the Bell System.
I want to be your representative
because I think the students should

working within the Senate to explore
ways to increase first-year studentfaculty contact and generally promote
a more informal learning atmos phere.

Section 1

Mark Sunshine

am running (notwithstanding a
popular profess orial candidacy )
because I believe the Senate is a serious
group with the potential to influence the
law school decision-making process. If
elected, I will work to make the Senate
a truly effective forum for expressing
your views, especially in the areas of
c urr ic ulum ,
admissions,
and
placement policy.
I know, for instance, that many of you
already have formed ideas about how
the first-year curriculum might be improved. I am particularly interested in

Section 1

views of our section, keep you informed, and be receptive to your views .

Mike Rizzo
Section 2
I'll leave the others to their clichefilled statements with 100 words of

B.ill Holmes
Section 3
A r epresentative should ha ve a
philosophy of r epresentation. Although
I would vote my conscience on some
issues (like the date of the next party), I
would conduct a straw poll of the section before voting on matters as important as the clinical law program. I a lso
propose to make announcements (but
not in Kamisar 's class> to inform the
section of upcoming Sena te decisions.
Although I pla n to speak my mind, I
would always present to the Senate the

The real issue, if there is an issue in
this elec tion , is whether we are
satisfied with the LSSS's performa nce.
The Senate has the reputation for being
a joke organization and a resume filler .
However, the LSSS can and should act a
a catalyst for improving the Law School
environment. Issues such as the future
of our clinical and community service
programs have a d.irect bearing on the
quality of our experience at Michigan. I
am running for the Senate because I

have a major say in what is done with
our money, education and lives. My
hope is that everyone will get involved
with such impor tant issues as the future
of the Clinic Program .
Thank you for your time. Please
remember to vote.

Stuart Widoski
Section 4
I would like to represent the unique
interests of summer starters regarding
job placement, curriculum , exams, etc.
I gained experience while an undergraduate in lobbying the administration for changes in campuswide policies through membership in
Student Senate committees and the
judicial board.
I believe that the following issues
should be addressed by the Law School
Student Senate :
(1 ) Working with faculty regarding
decreased academic pressures via midterm exams, etc.
( 2) obtaining student input regarding placement office practices and increaslrig tne oreaotn ot employment
opportunities.
( 3) Investigating possible additional
sources of revenue for student activities.
believe that it is essential that the LSSS
stand for more than just ~ockta il parlies and derisive laughter.

Jamie Zimmerman
Section 1
Our faculty in section one seem to
think we' re in France. Thus, my first
effort will be to remind them that we're
in America. Here the legal system is infu s ed with the s piri t of English
iurisprudence and here deeming us
students guilty of stupidity until proven
innocent- rather than innocent until
proven guilty- flies in the face of
justice.
If I can succeed in that attempt, l can
do a nything else required to further
my constituents' needs.

neatly packaged issues and answers. I
not only don't have all the a nswers, I
don't even know some of the questions .
However, if I'm elected I'll be getting
paid to come up with bedazzlingly
brilliant answers to baffling, burdensome problems. (Alliterations don't
count.) Once elected, I' ll be at the
forefront of those trying to find out what
it is that must be found out and doing

what it is that needs to be done. As the
gunners say, " It seems to me . .. " that
I'll give it my best shot. <One cliche out
of 100 words, not bad, huh? >
P .S.- Vote For Schmiege, Section 3

opinion of Section 3, a nd I would consider my vote bound by that opinion. I
plan to represent, not to formula te
policy.

held that " reasonable man" means
" one who s leeps between classes ,
pounds brewskies on weekends, and
ponders legal questions when time
permits." People who know me well
fi nd me a VERY reasonable ma n. The
m inor ity r ule adopted in naval
tr ibunals a nd Texas courts is generally
rejected as too fa r removed from normal experience. It follows logically that
Section 3 must vote for Glen Schmiege.
Likewise, Section 2 should vote for Mike
Rizzo.

Glen Schmiege
Section 3
Since nobody knows what the competing philosophies are in this e lection
-the campaign becomes JUSt a part of th~
ageless search for !hat elusive ideal :
the Reasonable Man. Many cour ts have
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Arts
Seva at 314 E . Liberty (between
Division and Fifth). Seva is vegetarian ,
which throws some people but
shouldn 't. The atmos phere is
sometimes perfect- the single best
place to eat a calm, solitary lunchsauerbraten (especially the Old Gerwith well chosen classical m usic,
man's cabbage); the a pplesauce has
s mall tables , plants, a nd polite
lots of good cinnamon in it ; the potato
workers. Many people go to Sen just
salad is essentially sliced potatoes in
for the burritos and enchiladas. which
vinegar with some onion ; spatzen is a
is fine because they are very good
plate of short, doughy noodles, usually
(beans, no meat, with guacamole and
covered in brown gravy. The soup at
sour cream ). I often order one of the
the Old Ger man can also be very good.
specials ; it comes with soup, which can
The final entry in the German food
often be absolutely outstanding, a loaf
sweepstakes is the Heldelburg at 215 N.
of bread, and tea or gra in coffee. You
Main <with · the big " Dine, Dance, • can order anything on the menu without
Drink, and Be Merry" sign). The food at
fear, but be careful because the prices
the Heidel burg is very good and some of
can add up quickly. Try the pumpkin
its specials can be the best in town. The
cheesecake.
onJy problem is that it costs more than
Ann Arbor doesn't have much Italian
it should. You still get a good value
food and no real Mexican food- for
because of the amount of food . A word of
that, the city should be shot. For pasta.
advice : at these restaurants, don't oryou can try the Oyster Ba r a nd
der wine, order the dark beer.
Spaghetti Machine at 301 W. Huron
For a rapid change of gears, let's
(around the corner from the
switch to Greek food . While Greeks own
Rubaiyat). As the Oyster Bar people
and operate many resta urants in town,
will tell you, they make pasta their own
it seems as if their own cuisine gets
way. It may not be your way, but try it.
short shrift. If you dig around, you can
Noodles come in regula r or whole
find the following . Try the Parthenon at
wheat, which are very, very chewy.
226 S. Main (in· the middle of downThere is a tremendous variety of sauces
town). It has the best gyros by a country
and preparations. I have found the food
mile- skip Olga's. please- and the best
a little rough-hewn for my tastes ; the
selection of other Greek food . One
pesto was loaded with garlic, etc. It is
place of some note is Frank's at 334
also pretty expensive.
Maynard (across from McDonald's),
For middle eastern food , an unlikely
which has more to offer in Greek food
but rewarding spot is the Falafil Palace
than one might imagine. Try the
at 629 E . University (just up from
spinach pies and the Athenian meatBaskin-Robbins and the bank) . Falafil
balls. Two other places have creditable
Pa lace has good falafil (deep-fried
gyros but not much else, Bacchus Garchick peas), hummous (mashed chick
den, at 338 S.State, and E l Gr ecos, at
peas in a creamy sauce), and tabouleh.
217 S. State. Bacchus Garden has a
It also has a good stock of baked goods,
giant TV.
like baklava . Try the hummous snack
One of the best restaurants in town is
for a good value. A falafil and hummous·
sandwich or any one of the other sandwiches, all are served in pita bread,
puts a McDeathburger and MeChemical shake to shame.

Lots More Good Eats
by Jon Kurtzman
Back by popular demand, a second
column, about eating out around Ann
Arbor. Food, it seems, is something
people disagree a bout, and we aU want
to know where we can go to disagree.
The onJy place to start is with the
German restaurants. A lot of us don't
like German food ; it's too filling,
heavy, and maybe calls forth the sound
of tubas and marching feet. It can be
very good and it is almost always a
good value.
Number one on my list is Metzger 's at
203 E. Washington (near Fourth, downtown): Metzger 's gives you quality food
at the lowest prices. It was remodeled
this summer, so I can't vouch for the
decor or any effect the changes may
have had on the food. The menu offers,
like all the German spots, a fixed menu
and nightly specials. The specials are
usually fresher tasting and come in
large portions. At Metzger's I haave enjoyed the sauerbraten <marinated roast

ONLY

9

DAYS

LEFT

chicken livers (a monstrous portion),
and the wienerschnitzeJ. Try the German meat patties.
The second choice is the old standard
and popular Old German, at 120 W.
Washington (on the corner of Ashley).
Old German is crammed to the roof after football games; indeed, that was my
first exposure to it, as the child of an old
blue. Old German burned down a few
years ago and, while some people have
never forgiven it, the quality of food
stayed the same and the decor improved. It did lose a great collection of
beer steins.
The food at Old German is a little less
tasty and German-seeming than the
food at Metzger's; the sauerbraten less
sour and the potato salad less vinegary.
The value is, of course, very good, with
meals running from $4.50 to $7.25.
Now a note on sidedishes. At the Old
German, as elsewhere, you get a choice
of two sidedishes with your meal. The
cooked red cabbage is excellent with

to register for

the BAR/ BRI
Early Enrollment
Discount.

DISCOUNT ENDS OCT. 30th
1&01 7tf'! A "

S-.tt~

2U 510 Ja96

12 •

He- York H Y 10001

201 623 3363

Attention Seniors/
MANHATTAN LIVE
MORNING SESSION
CLO SING ON
OCTO BER30
Because of th e overwhelming re ·
sponse lo the Summer 1982 BAR/ BRI
New York Bar Review program,
enro llment In the Manhatta n live
morn in g s ession will close o n Fri.
day , O ct o b e r 30. (Applications must
be rece ive d in our office by October
30. Be sure to allow plenty of time
for the moil or deliver your opplica·
lion personally Ia your school Rep or
to our office ). Anyone enrolled by
Octob9r 30 fo r any locat ion will
be entit le d to a ttend th e Manhat.
tan live morning session. Anyone
enrolled oher October 30 w ill be
entitled to attend any location ex.
cept the Manhattan live morning
session. Please Note: The Monhal·
ton live e vening session and the of·
lernoon lope sessions ore expec ted
to remain available.
Students enrolled offer October 30
will be p laced on o wailing lis t for
the Monhollen live morning ses·
sion on o first-come, first-served
basis .
We appreciate your tremendous re·
sponse Ia our program.

401 7ch Ave , Suit e 62 •

212/ 594-3696

New York , NY 10001

201r623 3363

Campus Rep. 764-4237
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Sports
Murphy,s Mouths
Finally Make Good
by Phil Dutt
Murphy's Law, a team of third-year
law students, won the Graduate " B"
Division IM Softball Championship for
the second year in a row last Sunday,
October 11 , in games played under the
lights at Elbel Field. The championship
game turned out to be a family affair of
sorts as Murphy's Law defeated Penal
Action, another law school team, 15-9.
Before Murphy's Law could play the
title game, they had to subdue another
stubborn law school team , 12 So 2d, in
the semifinals. The teams tied in
regulation play, 5-5; Murphy's Law
pulled out the victory on the basis of the
" most-recently-ahead " tiebreaker
rule. Ahead for most of the game Murphy's Law had to choke off a furi~us 12
So 2d rally in the bottom of the last inning.
Having thus edged into the finals
~urphy's Law faced a talented group of
f1rst-year students on the Penal Action
team. The game was a seesaw battle
th.roughout the early going, with the
lead changing hands five times. Going

into the bottom of the sixth, P enal Action led 7-5, largely due to Murphy's
Law centerfielder Mark Bowman.'s
three-run error in the top half of that
inning.
Then, lightning struck, and the longdormant Murphy bats erupted with a
vengeance. Five of Murphy's Lawyers
pounded out home runs that inning, as
the home team collected the maximumallowable 10 runs to take a commanding 15-7 lead into the seventh inning.
Mark Bowman atoned for his earlier
miscue somewhat with a grand slam
shot to left. Inglis, Gene Ludwig and
Russ Rua tagged homers for the cause
and humble Dave Schreier eve~
managed to hit a home run. Penal Action, backed to the wall, could respond
with only two runs in their bali of the
last inning, making the final score 15-9.
Murph-y's Law was led all year by the
always steady and sometimes spectacular play of Dave Inglis, who held
down the leadoff batting spot while
alternating between left field and
second base on defense.

Screwballs Cop
Another C (Title)
by Jerr Eis t>nberg

Last Monday night, after years of
frustration, a law school softball team
was finally crowned cha mpion of the intramural independent softball league.
The Screwballs, a team composed
primarily of law students, defeated
Alumni of Apartment C 19-8 under the
lights at El Bel field to cap off a nearly
perfect season and win the C division
till e.
Things did not start off so smoothly
for the Serewballs. One day before their
first game Olshansky, their pitcher,
came down with arm trouble. At
first this was feared to be a symptom of
"Lou Gehrig's Disease ," but it later
turned out to be merely a minor injury.
Nonetheless, Olshansky was forced to
sit out the opener and a demoralized
Scr ewballs team lost 6-2.
Between games one and two, members of the team huddled in meetings
' round the clock attempting to figure
out what went wrong. FinaiJy, minutes
before their second game, someone hit
upon a brilliant idea- batting practice.
Remarkably enough the , team began
to hit. The Serewballs won that game
7- 3 and took their first three playoff

games by scores of 16-0, 15- 4 and 18- 5.
While the team looked unbeatable
during this stretch, as the final game
approached a number of players began
complaining of shortness of breath .
Was this a late epidemic of the legendary " law school choke" which all were
fearing?
The answer to this query came
quickly. Leading off the championship
game Olshansky laced a single to right.
Hardig, who had hit like a moose all
season, followed by sending a ringing
double to right-center, and Schubiner
blasted a booming home run over the
left fi elder's head, a shot which witnesses say would have cleared the light
tower at Tiger Stadium.
After that, the Screwballs were never
in trouble. They scored five runs in the
fourth and five more in the fifth , and
Olshansky found the groove to blank the
opposition the rest of the game.
The true highlight of the night,
was the post-game party, at
whJch the team members repeatedly
reminded one another of how great they
all were, drank many bottles of very
cheap champagne, and generally acted
like a bunch of little-leaguers.
ho~ever,

seL~T~~:~ f!.{'l.t
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Sports Poll
The Sports Poll for October 7 was won with another 15-5 effort by George
Schisler. We cannot remember anyone winning two Sports Polls in one year,
and it is unprecedented for someone to win the poll in consecutive weeks. Come
on, folks ! Don't let George win again ! Get those entries in before he wins again.
(Loser of the week was Steven Poling with a not-so-bad 8- 11 mark.)
This week's top game has Southern Cal visiting Notre Dame. We are
picking the Irish to add one more upset to the long string of shockers that have
marked this series. Missouri and Nebraska should produce some of the finest
football Saturday, and Michigan fans will watch how Minnesota does at Iowa .
For you military history buffs, we have Lafayette at Gettysburg.
Circle the teams you think will beat the point spread and drop your entry in
the Sports Poll Box outside Room 100 by noon Saturday, October 24. As usual ,
the winner receives a free pitcher of beer at Rick's American Cafe on Church
Street. (Those of you who like to party should make friends with George
Schisler real fast because he is going to have a great party there one of these
nights !)
Northwestern 0 9lh) at Michigan
Florida St. at LSU (lOlh)
Mipnesota (61fz) at Iowa
Houston at Arkansas (41fz)
Wisconsin at Ulinois (81fz)
Washington (21fz) at Texas Tech
Mich. State ( lllh) at Purdue
Texas at SMU (181h)
Indiana (91fz) at Ohio State
Nebraska at Missouri <l lfz)
Rutgers (lllfz) at Alabama
Kansas State (41fz) at Kansas
Lafayette at Gettysburg (6lfz )
Boise State at Weber State 05lfz)
South Carolina (81fz) at Carolina
Utah at Nevada-Las Vegas (31h)
West Virginia 0 4lfz) at Penn State
California 031k) at UCLA
Southern Cal at Notre Dame (61fz)
Washington St. (61fz) at Arizona
Tiebreaker : How many runs will the National League champ score in the
fourth game of the World Ser ies? _ _ _
" Name
Phone
~

Bti~[m..Sports

. 1·t all
.th
Paul Derus 1 er y ran away w1
another LSSS Mini-Marathon title on
Tuesday • October 13, over the
traditional Nicholls Arboretum course.
Denis, who also won the Spring ,81
Mini-Marathon, finished in 15:44; his
closest challenger, Kevin LaCroix,
fin ished at 17:00. Both Denis and
LaCroix were coming off fine performances in the Windsor to-kilometer
"Run for the Roses" race held just
three days prior ; neither seemed hampered by the lack of rest. David Apol,
former Wheaton College cross-country
runner, finished a close third at 17:05.
Elaine Hodges and Janice Cohn lied
for top honors in the women's division,
touring the course in 28:03. The R.G.
running team of Cub Schwartz and Phil
Dutt took the team title.
Full and final results :
·
MEN
1. Paul Denis
15:44
2. Kevin LaCroix
17:00
3. David Apol
17:05
4. Steve Schiller
17:36
5. DanLaster
17:51
6. Paul Savoldelli
18:00
7. Tim Williamson
18:21
8. Paul Shorb
18:33
9. Tony Shaheen
18:44
10. Terry Burns
19:47

Notes

11. Phil Dutt
19:59
12 R. kLo
· IC . pez
20:08
13. David McLay
20:10
14. Cub Schwartz .
20:59
15. Frank Ballantine
21 :47
16. BruceKatz
22.50
17· Greg Yu
22:55
The Bouncing Barr isters <coed )
finished the softball season in first
place by beating the Frosty's 13-4
behind the pitching of Maureen Geary.
Other defensive stars were Mimi Arfin
and Lynn Partin . The Bouncing
Barristers finished the season with a 4-Q
record.
First-year student Lynn Tyler took
second place in the intramural golf
tournament on October 11 with an 81.
The tournlft'nent was played under excellent conditions, in contrast to the
cold, windy October weather that
golfers faced the past two years.
The tournament was won by Cary
Crouse, who fired a 76. Finishes and
scores oflaw students include :
2. Lynn Tyler
81
4. Kurt Gelbach
85
5. Phil Dutt
86
6. Kyle Lukins
87
8. Paul Koivuniemi
93
8. Will Carroll
93
10. Kevin Randall
95

The University of Michigan Law School
Requests the Pleasure of Your Company
at the
Dedication of the New Law Library Addition
Saturday, the Thirty-first of October,
Nineteen Hundred Eighty-one.

B OOK L ETS • B U SIN E SS C AR DS

t!NVIB . !> PES • L ETTERHEA DS
W EOOIN G INVITA TIONS
R U BBER STAM PS

Dedication Exercises, Rackham Auditorium
2:00p.m.

COP I ES

7 61 ·4922

-

7

t7

NORTH UNIVERSITY • A...NN Allt80Ff M IC H IG A N

Reception following in the New Library Addition

.
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Features
Big Business Defends A merica
by Jim Loots
As White House alchemists continue
in their frantic search for a way to increase defense spending while cutting
taxes and budget deficits, it would seem
they have overlooked the single most
consistent solution to their apparent
dilemma: turn the responsibility for
national defense over to the Private
Sector.
Reagan 's White Houseketeers
haven't hesitated to call on the "spirit
of volunteerism" and " proper responsibility of the Private Sector" in their
casting off of social responsibilities, so
why should they feel compelled to
maintain a national defense within the
realm of their jobs? If housing, job
training, environmental controls, handicapped persons, and higher education
can all be supported by this amorphous
"Sector," then why not the military?
There would be problems with such a
turnover, to be sure. The likes of
General Patton would have to learn to
share power with Generals Motors,
Dynamics and even Colonel Sanders.
Long-term benefits, however, would
far outweigh any short-term inconvenience or burt feelings. More importantly, the specialization of our complex and wondrous economic system
would finally be allowed the power and
responsibility it so r ichly deserves.
Consider for a · moment the
possibilities:
General Motors or Ford could certainly do as good a job as the Navy in
sinking Japanese cargo ships. And,
were their hands freed by the noninterference of our government in
private affairs, it would be well within
their economic interest to do so. We all
know that what's good for General
Motors is good for the country.
There is also no real need for improved early w.arning radar systems
over the arctic circle. With the advent
of computerized weather reports and

color -radar scans on virtually. every
American and Canadian television
station, we could certainly rely on these
competent meteorologists to inform us
if impending enemy attacks were to
appear on their screens.
Unemployed air traCCic controllers
would undoubtedly see it within their
responsibility to report any enemy
radio transmissions they encounter
while combing the airwaves for
mistakes by their replacements in the
tower.
We need to have more trust in the
power of private enterprise. It would
have been just a matter of time before
the people who ma ke Fuzzbusters
developed a Stealth system for cars,
and if Federal Express can get a
package anywhere overnight (absolutely, positively), then who needs
the B-1 bomber?
The government could save billions
by just sending out 200 MX missiles
postage due with an erroneous 9-digit
zip code. We could be assured that the
Postal Service would keep them wellhidden from everyone, including the
Russians, for at least several rate
hikes.
And, despite Pentagon rhetoric to the
contrary, there is no true need for
military registration or the draft. The
National Rifle Association already
maintains a better file of combat-ready
Americans than does the Selective Service.
For years, the Soviet Union has been
clamoring to buy our high technology.
If government would just get off the
backs of big business, we could solve
yet another military problem through
free trade. What could be more
strategic than the failure of an IBM
computer at the heart of a Kremlin
missile-guidance system? Or perhaps a
well-timed meltdown at a Westinghouse
Nuclear Power plant somewhere near
Moscow?

There would also be an added shortterm benefit from taking the military
off the federal payroll . All the leftover
K-rations could be distributed to those
pesky scboolkids for their free lunches.
On the surface, these ideas may seem
novel. But I'm sure a quick survey of

No Room at the Top

Better Fed than Red
The Justice Department is expected to file an
amicus brief urging an Illinois court not to r eturn 13
year old Walter Polovcha k to his parents' custody in
the Soviet Union. The boy was granted political
asylum here after leaving his parents' home when
he heard of their plans to return to the Sov1ct Union.
The parents claim a violation of their custodial
rights. - National Law Journal, September 11. 1981

distributors and Jack Kemp·
tans would find they embrace ma ny
similar concepts with an almost
religious fervor.
The military and the Private Sector.
What better pairing of forces representing The American Way?

Walking on Waters
.

•

.

Eduor. s Note: In keepmg w1th our /Icy of
allow.mg free .expressiOn of d1ssentinR
.
op1mons, and. smce Rreen and whue. sweat
shtrts have diSappeared from Hutchtns Hall
for the past ten days, we are providing equal
space far this opinion piece. The author is a
po.

third-year student. He Rraduated from
MichiKan State in 1979

by Kirk Messmer
At half-time last Saturday in East
Lansing, it looked like the glory year
1978 all over again. As in 1978, Michigan
State had come into the Michigan game
with a 1-3 record and a pass-oriented
offense that had not yet quite clicked.
As in 1978, the Spartan pass attack had
finally come together against Michigan
to give MSU a halftime lead. Would my
beloved Spartans go on, as they had in
1978, to defeat arch-rival Michigan,
beat every remaining opponent by
seven or eight touchdowns , compile the
best offensive record in America, win
Big Ten championships in football ,
basketball, and baseball, and sweep to
national championships in basketball
and cheerleading? No way.
For still another year, long-suffering
MSU alumni will have to suffer the
slings and arrows of outrageous and
arrogant Michigan fans. Still will we
have to endure the jibes of law school
classmates who, having put aside
loyalty to their o.wn undergraduate
alma maters in favor of the supremely
garish Maize and Blue, excoriate us for
refusing to turn our own coats. CTh.e
Sports Editor and his predecessor have

Law fn the Raw
A recent American Lawyer article on " America's
5 Hottest Young Law Professors" details the career
paths and contributions to legal scholarship of five
all-stars and ten runners-up, all 35 years old or
younger, currenlly teaching at American law
schools. One each from Yale, Harvard, and Stanford, and two from Chicago comprise the top group,
Of all fifiteen , .only one- 29-year-old Matthew Spjtzer of U.S.C.-is under 30. Conspicuously, abseot
from the pantheon are U of M's own Chr is Whitman
and Lee Bollinger. -American Lawyer , October /981

Amwa~

been only the wor st offenders .)
So me how1•t IS
· bel'1eved th a t twoor th ree
years ·m Ann Ar bor will erase a 1oyall y
·
· ed durmg
· f.1ve years a t Mi c hi gan
mgram
St t

a e.

Anyone can be a Michigan fan ; it
takes no special mettle. You can cheer
Cor Michigan for ten years and be
counted no more than a !air-weather
fan. because the Wolverines see no
weather fouler than a No. 12 ranking.
But if adverstty breeds character.
you have to admire a Spartan fan ,
because the Spartans have seen so
much adversity. It takes a lot ofloyalty,
and a little stubbornness, to keep
cheering Michigan State as it loses and
loses again under the less-than-adept
tutelage of Muddy Waters, the best high
school coach in the Big Ten. [Notre
Dame is not a member of the Big
Ten- Ed.) It takes genuine courage to
come back to Spartan Stadium after
having watched Northwestern trounce
your heroes there the previous week, as
we did in 1977.
But I persevere and, following the
teachings of the great philosopher
Brian Wilson, remain true to my school.
If I can't share the Michigan fan 's sense
of security, neither can he or she feel
the exhilaration that will be mine when
Michigan State rises above itself once
again. Because Michigan State will rise
again-the second Saturday in next October, against Michigan-and when it
does, it will rise <however briefly) to
the top.
Remember 1978?

Compiled by Matthew Kiefer

Ill Tidings

Little-Known L aws:
It .is unla~ful to wear suspenders in Nogales,
Ar~zona . It IS also unlawful , in Pritchard, Alabama,

for men to wear bathing suits without tops.
-Nationa l Law Journal, October 11,

1981

Judicial Indiscretion
An alleged pickpocket's conviction has been overturned by New York's supreme court on the grounds
that the trial court judge's participation in a courtroom demonstration by the prosecution of how a
team of pickpockets works was "highly improper."
Defense counsel objected at trial to the judge
playing the "stall" (the team member who distracts the intended victim just before the sting),
suggesting that one of the court ofCicers would be
more appropr iate. The judge reportedly replied,
"their union is stronger than mine. This is out-oftitle work ."
- American Lawyer, October 1981

.

When the ever-shrinking Legal Services Corporation held a seminar in Louisville, Kentucky,
last summer on how to cope with budget cutbacks,
many of the sessions dealt with such technical areas
as contingency budgeting and local fundraisi ng.
The remainder, according to LSC official Brenda
Gardner, focused on " managing change," including " what it means to individuals who have
committed themselves to a cause to be told that the
cause isn't wanted anymore, at least in today's
Washington."
-American Lawyer , October. 1981

Quote of the Week
"It's nuts. None of these people are worth that
much, and I'm not happy about paying it. But what
can you do?"-Jobn Bates, a senior partner at San
FranciSco's Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro, after the
firm caved in to pressure to lift its intended salary
freeze for incoming associates.

